PARTS LIST
HANGING SEPARATION SCREEN
PARTS LIST

INSTALLATION GUIDE

for WOOD/SHEET-ROCK CEILINGS

STEP 1 - Determine the installation location and the mounting
method (Wood Screws vs Drop Ceiling Clips) to be sure you are
looking at the right page of this install guide.
STEP 2 - If you will mount into a wood ceiling, use the wood screws
by disassembling the end of the Adjustable Suspension Cable
that attaches to the ceiling and inserting the wood screw though it
(see Figure 2) and into the wood. For Sheet-rock you will need to
pre-drill a hole in the sheet rock, insert the wall anchors, before
attaching the wood screws.
STEP 3 - The Adjustable Suspension Cable allows you to control the length
of the cable from both ends (for wood or sheet rock ceilings) to adjust the
height of the Clear-Guard. Compress the clamp cylinder and pull the cable
through until it reaches the desired length (see Figure 3).

Drop Ceiling Clips (2)

Wood Screws (2)

Wall Anchors (2)

Adjustable Suspension Cables (2)

Clear-Guard Aluminum Profiles (2)

Flexible PVC Panel (1)

Edge Lock Rubber Trim (4)

Figure 2

STEP 4 - Unroll the Flexible PVC Panel and attach the Edge Lock Rubber Trim (4
sections) to the four corners of 48" edge of the PVC panel, (as shown in figure 4a) by
sliding the Edge Lock Rubber Trim sections on horizontally (as shown in figure 4b)
STEP 5 - Insert the 48" edge of the PVC panel (with the Edge Lock Rubber Trip
installed) into the Clear-Guard Aluminum profiles, and snap them shut. If you
wish to reduce the size (width x height) of the Clear-Guard Hanging Seperation
Screen it is possible to do by cutting to length the Clear-Guard Aluminum Profiles
using a shop saw, chop saw, or simple hacksaw to match the desired width of the
Hanging Separation Screen you want. You can cut the Flexible PVC Panel to adjust
the height or width using a simple utility knife (using a straight edge) or scissors.
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STEP 6 - Attach the lower end of the Adjustable Suspension Cable to the top
Clear-Guard Aluminum Profile using the two hanging clips provided. See figure 6.
STEP 7 - Make the final height adjustment and cut off any excess cable with wire
snips.
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PARTS LIST
Drop Ceiling Clips (2)

HANGING SEPARATION SCREEN
PARTS LIST

Wood Screws (2)

INSTALLATION GUIDE
for DROP CEILINGS

Wall Anchors (2)

STEP 1 - Determine the installation location and the mounting method
(Wood Screws vs Drop Ceiling Clips) to be sure you are looking at the right
page of this install guide.

Adjustable Suspension Cables (2)

STEP 2 - If you will mount into a drop ceiling, we will start by creating a
looped end of the Adjustable Suspension Cable that attaches to the drop
ceiling clip. Pull the exposed end of the cable until approximately 7 to 8
inches of cable is exposed (see figure 2)

Clear-Guard Aluminum Profiles (2)

STEP 3 - Create a cable loop by inserting exposed cable end back through
the top and out through the side of the Adjustable Suspension Unit (see
figure 3).

Flexible PVC Panel (1)

STEP 4 - Insert exposed cable into the bottom of the Adjustable
Suspension Unit. To do this, compress the clamp cylinder either with your
finger or flat-head screwdriver. While the cylinder is compressed, insert
exposed end into the clamp. (see figure 4).

Edge Lock Rubber Trim (4)

STEP 5 - Release the clamp cylinder and remove any remaining slack by
pulling the cable loop.
STEP 6 - Squeeze Drop Ceiling Clips and slide cable loop through so that
the loop is in the circular portion of the clips (see figure 6).
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STEP 7 - Attach Clips to Drop Ceiling Supports by squeezing the clips and
then releasing when they are in your desired position. (see Figure 7).
STEP 8 - The Adjustable Suspension Cable allows you to control the
length of the cable from the lower end (for drop ceilings) to adjust the
height of the Clear-Guard. Compress the clamp cylinder and pull the
cable through until it reaches the desired length (see Figure 8).
STEP 9 - Unroll the Flexible PVC Panel and attach the Edge Lock Rubber
Trim (4 sections) to the four corners of 48" edge of the PVC panel, (as
shown in figure 9a) by sliding the Edge Lock Rubber Trim sections on
horizontally (as shown in figure 9b)
STEP 10 - Insert the 48" edge of the PVC panel (with the Edge Lock Rubber
Trim installed) into the Clear-Guard Aluminum profiles, and snap them
shut. If you wish to reduce the size (width x height) of the Clear-Guard
Hanging Seperation Screen it is possible to do by cutting to length the
Clear-Guard Aluminum Profiles using a shop saw, chop saw, or simple
hacksaw to match the desired width of the Hanging Separation Screen
you want. You can cut the Flexible PVC Panel to adjust the height or width
using a simple utility knife (using a straight edge) or scissors.
STEP 11 - Attach the lower end of the Adjustable Suspension Cable to the
top Clear-Guard Aluminum Profile using the two hanging clips provided.
See figure 11.
STEP 12 - Make the final height adjustment and cut off any excess cable
wire snips.
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